
 

 

HOW THE STUDENTS OF PEDARA ARE LIVING THIS COVID19 EMERGENCY 

 

At the end of 2019 we were informed about a new dangerous virus, called Covid19 and that 

it was spreading throughout the city of Whuan, China. 

But, what is Covid? It's a virus that affects the respiratory system causing coughing, throat 

pain, high temperatures and also respiratory distress in older or weaker patients, whom might need 

intensive care and special ventilators because they can't breathe by themselvels. 

In the last decades there have been other viruses, such as SARS, Avian Flu and Ebola and 

they all have been maneged well, so our parents reassured us: a solution will be found as soon as 

possible. But this time things have gone differently. This virus has been devastating . It wasn't “just 

a flu”, as it was said at first, and many hospitals, especially in Northern Italy, has rapidly got to the 

collapse.  The most affected region in terms of deaths has been Lombardia. In Lombardia, the little 

town Codogno has become the first “Red Zone”. 

So, on March 10
th
, PM Giuseppe Conte declared the Sanitary Emergency State and decided 

to close schools, bars and shopping centres, leaving open just food shops and pharmacies. Schools 

and Universities took to using distant learning methods, while both public and private offices also 

did smart working. 

Italian people had to be confined at home; they were allowed to go out just to buy food or to 

receive medical assistance, always wearing a medical face mask and carrying hygienic gel. 

It was the beginning of the “Lockdown”. The decision made by the Italian government, at 

first considered absurd by other european countries, has turned to be the most appropriate one. 

    

Our experience during “LOCKDOWN” 

Coronavirus has radically changed everybody's life, especially we – the youngest – who had 

got used to hanging out and embracing each other. In those months we lost our normality. It has 

traumatized and shocked all of us. In order to respect the rules and protect some weak people from 

the risk, we haven't been allowed to visit our old grandparents for a long time. During lockdown, 

we didn't give up studying, but we had DAD (Didattica a Distanza – Distant Learning). We took to 

the new situation quickly, but learning in real classes is obviously better. 

 

Lockdown's effects: 

1) Social effects: staying at home, every kind of socialization has been suspended; 



 

2)Physical effects: we have found the pleasure of sharing time with our families and we spent a lot 

of time cooking, a very lovely thing, although we we got fatter quickly; what's more, we 

experienced backache because we didn't practise physical activities; 

3) Cultural effects: we couldn't go neither to school nor to museums and theatres, so we didn't get 

cultural incentives; 

4)Emotional and psycological effects: this experience has caused sadness and also a light 

depression in some of us; 

5) Economic effects: alas, the closure of pubs, restaurants, hairdresser, shops, etc., has caused an 

increase of poverty, because shopkeepers had to pay taxes and bills even though they had no 

incomes. The government gave some bonuses to them, but they weren't enough. 

 

 

 

The lockdown time ended on May, 18
th
. During the summer Italian people came back to normality 

and the usage of the masks was mandatory only in crowded places and on public transport. The 

Covid contagion rate dropped below one percent. 

 

 

 

At the moment the situation is critical again. In September people went back to work in the offices 

and started to use public transport, while we came back to school. Unfortunately the virus has 

started to circulate with more force. A new wave was expected but not so soon, nor so violent. 



 

In Sicily at the moment there are about 20.000 Covid cases (with 289 deaths). In Catania 5 general 

hospitals have been turned to Covid hospitals. On October 24
th
 Sicilian Region's President, Nello 

Musumeci, has signed an emendment to suspend high school students' lessons in presence and he 

established the beginning of the DAD. 

On October 25
th
, PM Conte adopted a new emendment (DPCM, in Italian) valid until November 

24
th
  in order to avoid a new lockdown. It has been recommended to start smart working, while  

75% of high schools are closed likewise gyms, pools, theaters, cinemas; eventually, bars and 

restaurants must close at 6PM. These measures have provoked riots by angry restaurant keepers 

who went down to protest in the biggest cities. 

 

ACTUAL SITUATION IN PEDARA AND FINAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE STUDENTS 

In Catania and the other towns around there are hundreds of new cases, while here in Pedara 

at the moment there are 23 cases, some of them asymptomatic; they follow  

the home quarantine health protocol while waiting for swabs from the ASL (Local Sanitary 

Agency). 

The Mayor of our little town gives us news about the state of contagions daily. Now that 

contagions are rising again, we are scared. We always use the mask, both in class and in the streets. 

We are afraid of being infected, but we are also worried about the hypothesis of a new lockdown 

that would seal us off from everyone. We are young and we would like to hang out and enjoy, but 

unfortunately wa can't do it now. 

Since the first days of October, we have started the DDI (Didattica Digitale Integrata). It 

means that every day, five students alternately stay at home and follow the lessons through the 

computer, simultaneously  the rest of the class is at school. In this way we can respect the distancing 

measures. In addition, we must disinfect our hands frequently. During the gym class, we can't touch 

any equipment. In each of the three school's yards some smiles have been painted on the ground: we 

have to stay on them during the gym class to respect the distances. We had to give up volleyball, 

singing and playing the flutes in class. We must scrupulously follow both the vertical and horizontal 

signs (SEE PHOTO). In our opinion, the school is taking all possible precautions and therefore we 

consider it a safe place. In addition, doctors have also come to our school to swab both teachers and 

pupils. We sincerely hope that it does not close the school because despite distance learning, during 

the lockdown, it has been a truly important strategy to keep up with studying, it also has been really 

stressful for some of us. Hope for the best! 

 

 

 

SCHOOL BIN FOR THE CORRECT DISPOSAL OF MASKS 

 



 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO LIMIT THE CONTAGION 

 

  

NO GATHERINGS ALLOWED 

 

 

DISINFECTANT DETERGENT IN SCHOOL BATHROOMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON CORRECT HAND 

HYGIENE 


